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from the small window and no longer provided sufficient light, so 
I turned on the light switch. 

The bathroom wall was my palate. Everything from the toilet 
to my toothbrush was covered in paint. I decided my face on the 
canvas was almost finished. The face was no longer Angela’s; the 
face was mine. Everything but the eyes. I hadn’t touched the eyes. 
The eyes still had the same disturbed expression.  

I scrounged around, desperate for the right tool or paint to 
fix it. As I looked around the cramped room, I stopped my glance 
abruptly at the mirror. Angela’s eyes were staring back at me from 
my very own face. Those horrible, crazy, dark, swirling eyes. 
When I blinked at the mirror, the horrible eyes blinked back.

When I turned to the painting, I was disturbed to find that my 
face in the mirror looked exactly as it appeared in the painting. I 
grabbed the painting and threw it back against the easel. Paint-
brushes darted out of my hands violently against the canvas. I beat 
the painting against the wall while shouting atrocious things until 
I fell to the floor crying. Out of fear of what rested upon my face, I 
never wiped my tears.

I grasped the easel to pull myself up from the coral tile. I 
grabbed the painting and rushed into my sparkling kitchen, where 
I threw on my trench coat and scarf. After a flight of stairs, the 
sidewalk and the brisk winds of evening struck me. I tucked the 
painting into my trench coat. A homeless woman came up behind 
me to ask for money, but she drew back in fear after looking at my 
eyes. I took my scarf and wrapped it over my head and face, so I 
could only peek out of a slit. I rushed back past the same autumn 
displays until I found myself outside of the art department. The 
door was open. I raced through the hall towards my studio. 

“Rachel?” I heard someone ask from the ceramics room. Sylvan 
popped his head out. “What are you doing?” 

“I’m not doing anything. I just came to drop off my new paint-
ing,” I said quickly. 

“Can I see?” Sylvan asked.
“No,” I said readjusting my scarf, so he couldn’t see my eyes. 
“Dammit, Rachel, stop acting so strange,” he said.
“I’m sorry. It’s just, I don’t…” I stammered. “It’s horrible.” I let 

out a little whimper.
“A painting of yours could not be horrible,” he said more 

calmly. 
I gave in and grabbed the painting from under my trench coat 

and displayed my revolting creation. His face did not draw back in 
disgust or fear, only a careful thoughtfulness.

I lifted my scarf off my face. His expression didn’t quiver. 
“Rachel. This is beautiful.” 
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To Exist in This World
Inspired by “Legend,” a lithograph by V. Torrence 

There is a boy in the sand
He sits on jutted grey stones
a precipice of Earth 
along the edge of the shore
He thinks
about common things
the capacity of a human brain
features and fissures
pointed nose, thick plates of bone
sliding together
The earth
and its marble shape
countries like patterns of stars
across wind-whipped skies
Tornadoes and black clouds like granite
The unnamed children
standing voiceless
on invisible ledges with
hollow, open mouths
The key to a map
of a lonely, sunless beach
And a boy
like a single grain of sand at his feet,
small.


